Unless indicated, all books are in the Teen Room shelved by the author’s last name.

Looking for more suggestions?

MHL subscribes to two databases that will give book suggestions based on other books you’ve enjoyed.

Check them out at: http://www.mhl.org/databases

Also, fill out our reading suggestions survey and a teen librarian will email you personalized book recommendations:

https://mhl.org/teenbookrecs

Looking for adventures in space, time travel, or dystopian stories? Try these Science Fiction books!

The Loop by Ben Oliver
Enduring a tortuous existence on a futuristic death row for teens where inmates can delay their execution date in exchange for becoming laboratory subjects, Luka uncovers rumors about chaos spreading throughout the outside world before he becomes targeted by his crazed fellow prisoners.

Hard Wired by Len Vlahos
After fifteen-year-old Quinn learns that he is the first fully-aware artificial intelligence, that his entire life is a lie, he feels entirely alone until he bonds with Shea, the real girl behind his virtual crush.

Seven Devils by Laura Lam
When Eris faked her death, she thought she had left her old life as the heir to the galaxy’s most ruthless empire behind. But her recruitment by the Resistance throws her right back into the fray. Her partner for the mission, mechanic and hotshot pilot Clo, bears an old grudge against Eris, making an already difficult infiltration even more complicated.

We Light Up the Sky by Lilliam Rivera
Three Latinx teenagers struggle to deal with encounters with an alien, and try to warn the world of the possibility of an alien invasion.
The last cuentista
by Donna Barba Higuera
Twen Higuera
A girl named Petra Pena, who wanted nothing more than to be a storyteller, like her abuelita. But Petra’s world is ending. Earth has been destroyed by a comet, and only a few hundred scientists and their children - among them Petra and her family - have been chosen to journey to a new planet.

The art of saving the world
by Corinne Duyvis
On her sixteenth birthday, Hazel Stanczak discovers that she is the Chosen One who is meant to save the world with the aid of five alternate-dimension doppelgängers and an exasperated dragon mentor.

Skyhunter
by Marie Lu
Talin is a Striker, a member of an elite fighting force that stands as the last defense for Mara, the only free nation in the world, but when a mysterious prisoner is brought from the front to Mara’s capital, Talin senses there is more to him than meets the eye.

Out of the shadows
by Justina Ireland
This latest installment in the series follows the exciting adventures of Jedi Knight Vernestra Rwoh, Jedi Padawan Reath Silas and many others.

Victories greater than death
by Charlie Jane Anders
The Nebula Award-winning author of All the Birds in the Sky presents a young-adult debut that finds a brilliant alien commander’s human clone teaming up with her best friend and crewmates to protect a world that does not yet know that alien life exists.

Iron widow
by Xiran Jay Zhao
Offering herself up as a concubine-pilot to assassinate the man responsible for her sister’s death, 18-year-old Zetian discovers her true destiny as an Iron Widow and must use her strength to force her society to stop failing its women and girls.

Aetherbound
by E.k Johnston
Rejected by her family for an undesirable mutation in her genes, a girl growing up on an interstellar freighter escapes during a space-station layover and forms a lucky bond with the station’s teen heirs.

We set the dark on fire
by Tehlor Kay Mejia
A society wife-in-training has an uncomfortable awakening about her strictly polarized society after being recruited into a band of rebel spies and falling for her biggest rival.

Rebelwing
by Andrea Tang
Rescued by some sort of machine while evading law enforcers during a smuggling deal gone wrong, Pru discovers that her government’s ridiculously expensive new war weapon, a sentient cybernetic dragon, has imprinted on her.

Rebel sisters
by Tochi Onyebuchi
Living a comfortable life in the Space Colonies, Ify, now nineteen and a medical administrator, must return to wartorn Nigeria, where she last saw her sister, to investigate why young refugees from that nation are carrying a deadly virus.

Yesterday is history
by Kosoko Jackson
Traveling back and forth in time after a life-saving surgery, Andre bonds with one boy from the 1960s and another from present-day Boston before confronting a difficult choice.

The Infinity Courts
by Akemi Dawn Bowman
Waking up in the afterlife after being murdered en route to her graduation party, Nami discovers that the world where consciousness goes after death has been taken over by a genocidal artificial-intelligence entity.